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Involvement
of joints
 Gangrene may set in, and, in rare cases, amputation of the limb may
be necessary to save the life of the patient, This stage of the illness
may last for weeks or even months.
Joints in the neighbourhood of the inflammatory process may become
involved, and ankylosis of joints and conlraclures of the muscles may
cause permanent injury. The ankle-joint and the knee-joint are most
frequently affected. In villages heavily infected by the disease there may
be patients compelled to walk on their toes because of ankylosis of the
ankle-joint in the extended position.
 
Extraction
of whole
-worm
Extraction
ofretained
parts of
worm
 5.-TREATMENT
Fortunate is the patient who succeeds in extracting the worm complete
without breaking it. This may be accomplished in the course of a week
or two. The usual practice is to pull out a small portion of the worm
daily and roll this bit round a stick or piece of cloth, retaining it under
the dressing till the worm is removed.
(])—Treatment by 'Tumri Wallas1
In many parts of India, where the disease is common, there is a type
of barber surgeons called 'tumri wallas' after the instrument they use
in extracting the worm. They are sometimes known as 'naru wallas'
("guinea-worm men') because they are skilled in removing guinea-worms
through incisions made in the skin either before or after the blister has
formed. Their method of procedure is to locate the course of the worm
by careful palpation; then, placing the affected limb or part in a suitable
position, with the muscles relaxed, they pick up a piece of skin directly
over the worm by inserting a needle through it. A small pyramid or
papilla of skin is raised directly over the worm by lifting the needle
away from the surface, and an incision is made through and around the
base of the papilla with a sharp knife or razor, so that a button-hole
opening ia the skin is formed, and a small portion of skin is removed
transfixed to the needle. After the bleeding has been staunched by
pressure, a thin layer of tissue, immediately below the skin and directly
over the worm, is picked up with the needle through the first in-
cision. This is removed in a similar way to that adopted for the skin
incision. Layer after layer is cut out till the worm is clearly exposed,
completely free from overlying tissue. It is then lifted out of the channel
in which it rests, with the aid of the needle passed under it. Traction is
now exerted upon either end alternately and this is assisted by massage,
till a large loop or the whole worm is withdrawn.
If the whole worm cannot be removed, that part which has been
extracted is broken off, leaving the head or tail, or both, in the tissues.
The next procedure is to sprinkle a little oil or water upon the surface
of the skin around the wound. Then a hollow metal cone open at both
ends, called a 'tumri*, is applied over the wound. This instrument

